Admission Decision Codes

How Decision Codes Are Counted and Used in SIMS

Counted as Admit:

AA   AC   AI   AP   AN   AR   AX   DF   DP   WR

Counted as Rejects:

RE   RI   RP   RS

Counted as Pending:

AD   H2   HG   HI   HR   HT   PC   PD   PI   WA   WL   WS  Blanks field

Create a General Student record which makes a student eligible to register:

AA   AN

Explanation of the Codes and Their Effects

AA  Accept-Applicant  This decision means that the applicant has accepted our offer of admission. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It creates a General Student record and makes the student eligible to register in the admission term.

AC  Accept-Cancel  This decision means the applicant has declined our offer of admission after previously accepting the offer. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It inactivates any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not able to register.

AD  Approval-Department  This decision means a department has sent its positive admission decision to the next level of the Admission Committee (normally to be used in the Graduate School admission process). It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

AI  Admit-Institution  This decision means that the applicant has been offered admission. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. The applicant is not eligible to register.

AP  Admit-Conditional  This decision means the applicant has been offered admission with conditions attached. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. The applicant is not eligible to register.

AN  Conditional-Admit-Confirms  This decision means the applicant has accepted the offer of admission with conditions attached. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It creates a General Student record and makes the student eligible to register in the admission term.

AR  Applicant Rejected Offer  This decision means the applicant has rejected the offer of admission. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It will inactivate any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.

AX  Admit-Cancel  This decision means the school is canceling its offer of admission due to lack of response from the student. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It will inactivate the General Student record. The student is not eligible to register.
**DF**  *Deferred*  This decision means the applicant has deferred to another term. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It will inactivate any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**DP**  *Deposit*  This decision was set up as a means of tracking deposits for those schools which require a deposit at a time other than when the student accepts the offer of admission. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It does not affect the student's ability to register.

**H2**  *Hold for Second Interview*  This decision means the school will interview the applicant a second time before making an admissions decision. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**HG**  *Hold for Grades*  This decision means the school is waiting for grades before making an admissions decision. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**HI**  *Hold after Interview*  This decision means the school has interviewed the applicant, but has not made an admissions decision yet. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**HR**  *Hold for Review*  This decision means the school is reviewing the application. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**HT**  *Hold for Test Results*  This decision means the school is waiting for test results before making an admissions decision. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**PC**  *Pending-Cancel*  This decision means the applicant has cancelled his or her application before any decision was made by the school. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**PD**  *Pending Decision*  This decision means that no decision has been made. It will be counted as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**PI**  *Pending-Incomplete*  This decision means the school is unable to make an admissions decision due to lack of information. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**RE**  *Rejected-Application*  This decision means the applicant was rejected. It will be counted by the institution as a reject. It inactivates any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**RI**  *Rejected-Interview*  This decision means the applicant was rejected after an interview. It will be counted by the institution as a reject. It inactivates any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**RP**  *Reject-Preliminary*  This decision means the applicant was rejected before a secondary application was sent to the applicant. It will be counted by the institution as a reject. It inactivates any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.

**RS**  *Reject-Secondary*  This decision means the applicant was rejected after filing a secondary application, but before an interview. It will be counted by the institution as a reject. It inactivates any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.
WA  Withdrawal First Stage  This decision means the applicant has withdrawn their application before submitting the secondary application. It will be counted by the institution as pending. It inactivates any General Student Record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.

WL  Wait Listed  This decision means the student has been placed on a wait list. It will be counted by the institution as pending. The applicant is not eligible to register.

WR  Withdrawal after Registration  This decision means the student withdrew after accepting the offer of admission and being registered. It will be counted by the institution as an admit. It will inactivate the General Student record. The student is not eligible to register.

WS  Withdrawal Secondary  This decision means the applicant has withdrawn the application after filing a secondary application. It will be counted by the institution as pending. It inactivates any General Student record that may have been created. The applicant is not eligible to register.